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Asset Management and
Plan Review
Track and manage public works
Keep tabs on your existing and upcoming public works projects with the asset
management and plan review software from IDT. Our team helps state and local
governments nationwide set up and maintain a content system that allows them
to easily capture documents, photos, videos, audio and historic papers in one,
convenient location. All of that information is then available directly from existing
GIS applications, streamlining the process and increasing efficiency.

Integrated solutions
With IDT’s asset management solution, all the content you need to complete
reviews, inspections, and other processes is stored in a central document
repository. Our system connects to your existing permitting and planning systems,
so your data and documents are fully integrated with the program. This allows
you to manage things like plan revisions, contracts and CAD drawings from the
applications your staff uses every day.

Instant access
Our system, powered by OnBase™ and CAPSYS CAPTURE™ software, lets you
transform processes with automation, speeding up projects and allowing for
simultaneous reviews and improved collaboration. You can safely preserve vital
content while providing staff with access to these documents in the field using
laptops, tablets and smartphones.

Self-serve capabilities
With easy, online access, this system lets your staff automate processes to provide
self-service and online access for your constituents. Users will be able to serve
themselves, so your staff can focus on work instead of answering the phone and
fulfilling requests. OnBase and CAPSYS CAPTURE ingest and secure documents,
connect your databases, and improve processes—all while allowing your people to
become more mobile and provide better service.
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Electronic plan review
The process of managing plan set submissions can often involve large paper
plans that require multiple copies. This makes the plan review process time
consuming and difficult to manage. With IDT’s system, the ePlan submission,
review and certification process is automated to make community development
and infrastructure initiatives more efficient.

GIS management, streamlined
Give your GIS users access to the document content they need directly from the
maps they use every day. Integration for ESRI leverages both investments by
connecting documents to geographic map features. Documents related to a map
location can be retrieved directly from ESRI with a click, eliminating inefficient
application switching. Users can upload documents and create forms directly
from the map, automatically indexing them with map feature metadata. Users
can display documents on an ESRI map, improving decision making based on
location information.

Primary features
»» Submit plans electronically for faster review and approval
»» Collaborate in real time with automated comment tracking and reviews
»» Meet mandated deadlines while reducing paper across the enterprise
»» Submit plans electronically for faster review and approval
»» Collaborate in real time with automated comment tracking and reviews
»» Meet mandated deadlines while reducing paper across the enterprise

With IDT’s
system, the ePlan
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and certification
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Trust IDT for a wide range of government solutions
We understand the complexities of the many systems and processes in
government offices. Getting these systems to work together most efficiently takes a
consultative, holistic approach. Unlike a single-product manufacturer, IDT has the
knowledge and range of products to address a full spectrum of needs.
»» Asset Management

»» Human Resources

»» Comprehensive Agenda
Management

»» Property Tax Appeals Solution

»» Contract Management

»» Public Safety

»» Public Records Management

»» GIS Management

Connect with IDT:

For more information:
Please contact us at info@idt-inc.com or 815.676.6473
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